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In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, offices,
and employees, and institutions participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race, color, national origin,
religion, sex, gender identity (including gender expression), sexual orientation, disability, age, marital status, family/parental status, income derived
from a public assistance program, political beliefs, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity, in any program or activity conducted or funded by
USDA (not all bases apply to all programs). Remedies and complaint filing deadlines vary by program or incident.
Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g., Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Lan‑
guage, etc.) should contact the responsible Agency or USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TTY) or contact USDA through the Federal
Relay Service at (800) 877-8339.
To file a program discrimination complaint, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, AD-3027, found online at http://www.ascr.
usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html and at any USDA office or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information requested
in the form. To request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA by: (1) mail: U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, D.C. 20250-9410; (2)
fax: (202) 690-7442; or (3) email: program.intake@usda.gov .
USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer, and lender.
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Volunteer collects seeds
for replantation.
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“Through the Resource Assistants Program,

the Forest Service is building a future diverse workforce
while fostering ownership and pride in our Nation’s
forests and grasslands. This ensures a robust population
of public lands supporters in the years to come, which
is crucial for sustainability and long-term growth.”
		
—Leslie Weldon
Deputy Chief, National Forest System, Forest Service
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Kala Soto Martinez, Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie intern, learns about plant identification and seed collection.

OVERVIEW
The Resource Assistants Program Guide will help resource
assistants (RAs), supervisors, and partners maneuver through
the recruiting, onboarding, engaging, and transition phases
of the Resource Assistants Program (RAP).
The guide is intended to ensure that RAs have access to the
full range of the RAP developmental experience; staff at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Forest Service fully
understand the obligations of hosting an RA; and partners
meet expectations in support of implementation of the highest
quality RAP possible.

What Is the Resource Assistants
Program?
The RAP is a rigorous and immersive, paid internship for
individuals who are interested in conservation, natural and
cultural resources, environmental management, research
and development, or other career opportunities with land
management agencies (as defined in statute). The program
emphasizes the engagement of current students, recent
graduates, and underrepresented populations in natural and
cultural resources work.

The RAP facilitates work and learning experiences for
participants, under the supervision and coaching of Forest
Service staff, while contributing to mission-critical work that
demonstrates leadership, critical thinking, and strategic
communication.
After completing a minimum of 960 hours of satisfactory
work as an RA and obtaining a post-secondary degree
(associate degree or higher), RAs may become eligible for
the RAP noncompetitive hiring authority and receive a 2-year
certificate of eligibility. This certificate enables participants
to apply to internal merit announcements for qualifying,
permanent General Schedule (GS) Forest Service positions
for 2 years from the date the certificate of eligibility is signed.
RAs may serve over multiple years to complete the minimum
960 hours. Although there is no limit on the total number of
hours RAs can work or the time period in which they can
serve, RAs may not work more than 3,500 hours over a
given 2-year period.
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
Engage highly motivated candidates through internships under the
supervision and coaching of Forest Service staff.

Instill stewardship values in the next generation of natural and cultural
resource management professionals through career exploration and
professional development.

Expand and enhance the capacity of the Forest Service to accomplish
mission-critical work and high-priority projects.

Attract and retain a diverse and inclusive workforce to support the Forest
Service’s mission to “sustain the Nation’s forests and grasslands to meet
the needs of present and future generations.”
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Mary Biggs, a Bryn Mawr graduate and
resource assistant, supports the Washington
Office Volunteers and Service program.

Photo credit: USDA Forest Service

Rayricus Matthews, a Washington Office
resource assistant, discusses careers with his
Forest Service mentor.

THE BASICS
Who Can Be a Resource Assistant?
• Individuals age 17 and up
• U.S. citizens or permanent residents
To promote the engagement of diverse participants in the
RAP (as defined in statute), preference is given to students
enrolled in or graduates of institutions of higher education,
especially minority-serving institutions.

Program Structure
The RAP is a collaboration between the Forest Service
and nonprofit organizations, higher education institutions,
government, and other entities, known as partners, to
promote shared stewardship to accomplish critical work and
provide work and training experiences for RAs. Through
agreements, the Forest Service leverages relationships with
diverse partners for mutual benefit—thereby increasing the
potential, outcomes, and capacity of the RAP to support
Forest Service priorities and to address unmet needs
through shared stewardship. RAP partnerships increase the
Forest Service capacity to address critical project work,
while promoting cultural transformation and workforce
development. Forest Service staff, partners, and RAs work
together to achieve program objectives.

Roles and Responsibilities
• The Forest Service supervisor: Defines work and project
needs for RA candidates; selects the candidate; provides
supervision and coaching to maximize RA experience;
and makes connections with other Forest Service staff to
engage with RAs to enhance their development.
• The RAP partner: Conducts outreach and recruits
a diverse pool of applicants for selection by Forest
Service staff; provides ongoing program support, such
as paying stipends, coordinating travel and training
logistics, managing administrative records, and tracking
RA progress; is required to contribute a minimum of
25 percent of the cost of the partnership; and submits
quarterly tracking and performance reports.
• The RA: Performs work that contributes to accomplishing
the Forest Service’s mission and priorities; adheres to
agency and office policies, procedures, and rules;
develops professional goals and applies critical
feedback to improve performance; and may acquire
eligibility to apply for qualifying, permanent General
Schedule (GS) Forest Service positions on USAJOBS
after completing the RAP.
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HOW IT WORKS

Recruit

Forest Service Supervisor:

Onboard

Forest Service Supervisor:

• Identifies need for RA work or project.

• Identifies supervisor/coach for RA.

• Identifies partner from approved list.

• Provides adequate workspace, computer, phone,
and uniform (if needed).

• Negotiates all costs associated with engaging RA.
• Establishes supplemental participating agreement.
• Develops and submits an RA job description,
including duties, desired skills, abilities, and
educational background, to partner.
• Reviews résumés, interviews candidates, and
selects RA.

Partner:

• Provides access to training and safety credentials
in order to fully perform job duties.
• Creates Forest Service profile and email account
for RA.
• Secures National Agency Checks with Inquiries
background investigation (frequently referred to as
the NACI) of RA.
• Creates work plan with RA.

• Contributes a minimum of 25 percent of all costs
related to the agreement as required.
• Conducts outreach and recruits quality applicants
for position.
• Makes offer to selected RA.

Partner:
• Establishes RA file with résumé, position
description, and timesheets.
• Coordinates timekeeping and recordkeeping.
• Develops systems to distribute stipend, travel, and
training allowance.

RA:
• Completes and returns required paperwork and
other requests in a timely fashion.
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Transition

Engage

Forest Service Supervisor:
• Facilitates RA orientation to Forest Service and unit
goals.
• Outlines work assignments and expectations.
• Promotes communities of practice and shares
information.
• Provides direct supervision, training, and coaching.
• Meets regularly with RA to review performance
and submits monthly assessment to partner.
• Confirms RA timesheet and travel and training
arrangements.

Partner:
• Provides professional development support and
training, for example, webinars, coaching.
• Records RA time and distributes stipend, processes
travel, makes training arrangements.
• Submits quarterly performance and tracking
reports.

RA:

Forest Service Supervisor:
• Completes a final performance assessment and
conducts an exit interview with RA.
• Works with partner to generate signed certificate
of eligibility.
• Shares information about Forest Service
employment opportunities with RA (as applicable).

Partner:
• Provides professional development support,
training, and recommendations to assist RA in
transition upon completion of RAP requirements.
• Finalizes RA file with updated résumé and signed
certificate of eligibility.

RA:
• Completes exit procedures as assigned.
• Obtains signed certificate of eligibility,
recommendation letters, and transcripts.
• Applies for qualifying, permanent Forest Service
positions on USAJOBS.

• Works collaboratively with Forest Service staff to
complete assigned work and activities.
• Develops professional goals and applies critical
feedback to improve performance.
• Actively participates in communities of practice,
meetings, unit activities, and other events, as
appropriate.
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PROGRAM BENEFITS
RAs receive financial support, professional development, and access to Federal career pathways.

Financial supports:
• A minimum weekly stipend of $350 (full time) or $200 (part time).
• A minimum travel and training allowance of $1,250 for Forest Service-approved, work-related
professional development.
• Housing support as an optional benefit if local housing availability or costs are a barrier to recruiting
high-quality RA candidates.

Professional development:
• Practical on-the-job experience via work assignments comparable to positions at a minimum GS-04
grade level or higher.
• Work-related training opportunities.
• Coaching and mentoring by Forest Service staff and networks.

Career pathway:
• Networking and natural and cultural resource career exploration.
• Exposure to Forest Service leadership values, approach, and philosophy,
i.e. Leadership Stance and Habits.
• Eligibility for the RAP noncompetitive hiring authority and use of certificate of eligibility to apply for
jobs that are open only to Forest Service employees and candidates with special hiring authorities.
RAP Guide |
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Resource assistant Kelly Whitehair
worked on the San Juan National Forest.

Photo credit: USDA Forest Service

A volunteer collects native seeds on the
Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What types of work can RAs perform?

What is the RAP Noncompetitive Hiring Authority?

RAs accomplish mission-critical policy, program, science,
or operations work in any one of the four Forest Service
deputy areas. Work assignments must provide a development
opportunity and sufficient work experience for RAs to become
eligible for GS-05 opportunities at the conclusion of the
internship.

The RAP noncompetitive hiring authority is a unique way
for RAs who have successfully completed the RAP to be
considered for Forest Service employment. Under this
authority, Forest Service RAs may apply for qualifying,
permanent, GS Forest Service positions via vacancy
announcements on USAJOBS that are only available to
Forest Service employees and candidates with special hiring
authorities.

Are there jobs RAs are not allowed to do?
RAs may not serve as firefighters or law enforcement officials;
however, they may be assigned to roles and work that
support these functions.
What level of work assignments should RAs
perform?
During their participation, RAs receive practical on-the-job
experience through work assignments comparable to positions
at a minimum GS-04 grade level on the Federal Government
classification system for work and pay. However, RAs may
be engaged in work comparable to higher GS levels. At the
conclusion of their internship, RAs should become eligible
to apply for positions at the GS-05 grade level and above
through their experience and training.

The RAP noncompetitive hiring authority is valid for up to 2
years, beginning on the date indicated on the certificate of
eligibility. Although called the RAP noncompetitive hiring
authority, RAs are not guaranteed automatic placement
into Federal positions. RAs are required to apply for jobs
via vacancy announcements on USAJOBS and undergo
a competitive examination and review process to be
considered for employment. Applicants must meet U.S.
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) qualifying
requirements for their application to be submitted to hiring
managers for review and consideration during the selection
process.
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How do RAs become eligible for the RAP
noncompetitive hiring authority?
Upon completion of program requirements, RAs may become
eligible for the RAP noncompetitive hiring authority through
a 2-year certificate of eligibility. The authority cannot be
implemented until all program requirements are completed. To
become eligible, the RA must:
• Successfully and satisfactorily complete a minimum of
960 hours of full- or part-time work, and
• Earn a post-secondary degree (associate degree or
higher) from an accredited institution of higher education.
RAs may serve over multiple years to complete the minimum
960 hours. Although there is no limit on the total number of
hours RAs can work or the time period in which they can
serve, RAs may not work more than 3,500 hours over a given
2-year period.
Who is the approval authority responsible for
signing the certificate of eligibility?
Forest Service supervisors and partners will confirm and
validate that an RA has completed all program requirements.
Once confirmed, the RA’s Forest Service supervisor will submit
the certificate of eligibility to the Forest Service line officer
(manager) for approval. Line officers include a regional
forester, station director, area director, Job Corps National
Office director, or forest supervisor. The supervisor must
submit the eligibility certificate on official Forest Service
letterhead (see example RAP certificate of eligibility
on page 12).
What grade level do RAs qualify for using the RAP
noncompetitive hiring authority?
Grade eligibility may vary. Work assignments completed as
part of the RAP must enable the RA to become eligible for
minimum GS-05 grade-level positions at the conclusion of
the internship. Upon completion of RAP requirements, an RA
may be eligible for higher grade level positions based on
creditable education, specialized training, and professional
work and volunteer experience, as well as other qualifying
factors.
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Can this authority be used to apply for temporary,
term, or nonpermanent seasonal positions in the
Forest Service?
No. The RAP noncompetitive hiring authority cannot be used
to apply for temporary, term, or nonpermanent seasonal
positions also known as Federal Wage System (e.g., WG
[wage grade], WL [working leader], or WS [working
supervisor]) positions. The hiring authority may only be used
when applying for qualifying permanent GS positions with
the Forest Service under merit procedures.
Can a permanent resident utilize the RAP
noncompetitive hiring authority to apply for
qualifying permanent GS Forest Service positions?
No. A permanent resident cannot apply for qualifying
permanent GS positions with the Forest Service using this
authority until that individual obtains U.S. citizenship through
the naturalization process. Permanent residents, however,
may participate in the program and obtain the 2-year
eligibility certificate through the RAP noncompetitive hiring
authority by completing all program requirements. The RA
may use the authority for up to 2 years, beginning on the
date indicated on the certificate of eligibility.
How do RAs apply for Federal Government
positions using the RAP noncompetitive hiring
authority?
When applying for qualifying Forest Service positions on
USAJOBS, RAs must claim special hiring authority when
prompted and attach an electronic copy of the signed
certificate of eligibility of RAP noncompetitive hiring authority,
along with educational transcripts, as part of their application.
Applications must be submitted and confirmed before the
announcement deadline.
RAs using the RAP noncompetitive hiring authority must
meet OPM qualifications standards for competitive service
positions and any other qualification requirement(s) stated
in the vacancy announcement for the position for which they
are applying, including any selective placement factors,
education requirements, specialized experience, and physical
requirements (see Applying for Forest Service Positions Using
RAP Noncompetitive Hiring Authority on page 11).

Photo credit: USDA Forest Service

Hutton Scholar Maya Bhadkamkar
performs electrofishing with fisheries
technician on the Ottawa National Forest.

APPLYING FOR FOREST SERVICE POSITIONS USING
RAP NONCOMPETITIVE HIRING AUTHORITY

1

Obtain letter(s) of recommendation
from Forest Service employees.

Qualifying career opportunities are
permanent, merit-based positions
open to Forest Service employees.

3

Create a USAJOBS
profile and search
for qualifying career
opportunities.

Complete program
requirements and
exit procedures.

Forest Service supervisors and
partners should collaborate to draft
the certificate. Certificates must be
signed by a Forest Service line officer.

In USAJOBS:
• Attach required and optional
documents.
• Submit and confirm
application and attachments
before the deadline.

In USAJOBS:
• Claim eligibility under
special hiring authority.
• Prepare application and
complete required steps.

Obtain certificate
of eligibility.

2

5

4

Required documents include
electronic copy of certificate,
transcripts, and others as
required in the vacancy
announcement.

When prompted to claim special hiring
authority, select “RAP/PLC Hiring Authority.”
If not listed, select “Other” and type “RAP
Hiring Authority.”

Process for applying for qualifying Forest
Service positions using RAP noncompetitive
hiring authority.
Credit: USDA Forest Service
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CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBILITY SAMPLE

United States
Department of
Agriculture

Forest
Service

Humboldt-Toiyabe
National Forest

Santa Rosa Ranger District
3275 Fountain Way
Winnemucca, NV 89445
775-623-5025

Resource Assistants Program Certificate of Eligibility

Kayla Jones
Legal Name of Individual

E

(First, Last)

PL

has successfully completed a minimum of 960 hours of full- or part-time work as a Forest
Service Resource Assistant; has earned, at a minimum, an associate’s degree from an accredited
institution; and was age 17 or above during participation as of

M

March 25, 2017
DATE

SA

As provided by 16 U.S.C. 1725‒1726, Public Lands Corps Healthy Forests Restoration Act
of 2005 and Public Law 109‒154, this individual has earned a noncompetitive hiring status
that eligibility to apply to internal permanent General Schedule merit vacancy
announcements with the Forest Service. This eligibility is for a period of not more than 2
years from the date certified above.
Certified by:

John Smith
JOHN SMITH
District Ranger

Caring for the Land and Serving People
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Printed on Recycled Paper

SUMMARY
The RAP exemplifies the Forest Service’s commitment to
engage and develop the next generation of conservation
stewards and focus on shared stewardship. Through
collaboration with partners, the RAP provides experiences
for motivated individuals to launch and test drive careers with
financial, professional development, and career pathway
benefits. Developing a diverse, high-quality talent pipeline of
motivated candidates will strengthen the ability of the Forest
Service to sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of our
Nation’s forests and grasslands.

For general program information, including a hiring authority
certificate template, sample work plans, FAQs, and an
updated list of partners, visit the RAP public website: https://
www.fs.fed.us/working-with-us/ volunteers/resourceassistants-program.
Forest Service staff and others with access to Forest Service
systems may access https://ems-team.usda.gov/sites/fsrhvr-vsp/Pages/Resource-Assistants-Program-RAP.aspx

Pilot Partners
Conservation Trust for North Carolina

16-PA-11132544-001
The Conservation and Diversity Program of Conservation Trust for
North Carolina is a Forest Service Cooperative Forestry and Land
Trust Alliance collaboration to develop emerging leaders who will
be instrumental in shaping the future of conservation.
Caitlin Burke, caitlin@ctnc.org
http://www.ctnc.org

Environmental Stewards

15-PA-11132200-257
Environmental Stewards is a Conservation Legacy program that
facilitates individual placements of people interested in conservation
careers with public lands agencies and conservation organizations.
Joey Ruehrwein, joey@conservationlegacy.org
http://www.stewardslegacy.org

Forest Service Job Corps Civilian
Conservation Centers

The Forest Service Job Corps Civilian Conservation Centers
(JCCCCs) operate at 26 locations assisting at-risk youth with
academic, vocational, and professional skills training. JCCCCs
are uniquely established to address natural resources and natural
disaster situations through training in forest conservation and
firefighting, special uses permitting, and other skill areas. Qualified
Job Corps participants that focus on JCCCC-approved projects
in collaboration with the Forest Service are eligible for the RAP
noncompetitive hiring authority.
Cynthia Szymanski, cszymanski@fs.fed.us
https://www.jobcorps.gov/

Greening Youth Foundation

12-PA-11132424-373
Greening Youth Foundation works with diverse, underserved,
and underrepresented young adults to nurture enthusiastic and
responsible environmental stewards under the premise that
environmental conservation and sustainability is dependent on
diverse engagement and advocacy.
Mike Fynn, mfynn@gyfoundation.org
http://www.gyfoundation.org

Hispanic Access Foundation

17-PA-11132424-052
The Hispanic Access Foundation works to improve lives and promote
civic engagement of Hispanic individuals and communities in the
United States, as well as to connect culturally, ethnically, and
economically diverse Latino students in natural resource careers
across the country through education, motivation, and outreach.
Jill Wheeler, jill@hispanicaccess.org
http://www.hispanicaccess.org

MobilizeGreen

14-PA-11132400-122
MobilizeGreen facilitates internships and mentoring experiences for
young people with interests in environmental sustainability careers
from diverse communities by connecting youth from traditionally
underserved and underrepresented populations with opportunities
for education and professional development in partnership with
public lands agencies.
Leah Allen, leah@mobilizegreen.org
http://www.mobilizegreen.org

Northwest Youth Corps

16-PA-11132400-160
The Northwest Youth Corps offers challenging and educational
direct service and job training experiences to young adults to restore
and enhance public lands and waterways to experience natural
and cultural resource careers and the outdoors.
Jeff Parker, jeffp@nwyouthcorps.org
http://www.nwyouthcorps.org

Salish Kootenai College

16-PA-11132400-161
Salish Kootenai College, a Montana Tribal college, connects Native
American student leaders earning degrees in forestry, wildlife
and fisheries, and Tribal historic preservation, among others, with
internship opportunities around the country on forest lands.
Joshua Rosenau, joshua_rosenau@skc.edu
http://www.skctrees.org

Southern Appalachian Wilderness Stewards

15-CS-11083150-023
Southern Appalachian Wilderness Stewards exposes a diverse
community of young adults to protect their national public lands,
mainly in the Southern Appalachian region, while accomplishing
important work for future generations.
David Cohen, davidcohen@trailcrews.org
http://www.wildernessstewards.org

The Corps Network

16-PA-11132424-051
The Corps Network (TCN) is a national organization that leads
and supports Corps to engage participants in service projects, job
training, and academic programming, while accomplishing critical
work in environmental conservation, infrastructure improvement,
and human service. The Corps Network-RAP partnership is limited to
accredited TCN affiliates only.
Mary Ellen Sprenkel, msprenkel@corpsnetwork.org
http://www.corpsnetwork.org
Partners will be added as approved by PLC/RAP advisory board.
For a current list, please see
https://www.fs.fed.us/working-with-us/volunteers/resourceassistants-program
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